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Previous work  

Previously, I focused my priorities on the Ars Electronica data set and creating a visualization that 
would help enable people to better understand the Ars Electronica archive. This visualization created 
a space in which people could see projects submitted through the years and see how they 
corresponded to one another based on word frequency. A regular archive only allows for a static 
view of one project at a time, but this visualization enables a user to see how a project is important in 
its dataset. 

Exploration  

After feeling confident in my results, I wanted to see how works within Ars Electronica compare to 
the technologies being used in more technical environments/conferences. I explored different types 
of datasets including resources such as articles from Wired and papers from Google Scholar. I 
decided to start with using the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) because of the vast and 
diverse variety of papers that are submitted through ACM every year and also because it has a 
reputable digital library that contain all of this information. 

Collecting Dataset  

Using Beautiful Soup, which is a Python library I used previously, I was able to scrape and download 
PDF's from each year in ACM's digital library from 1980-2020. The digital library interface allows users 
to search documents by year and organize by the most downloaded. As an preliminary dataset, I 
scraped the top 100 most downloaded works from each year. 

Analysis  

After collecting my basic dataset for both Ars Electronica and ACM, I wanted to develop a new 
heuristic for comparing these resources. My previous project used a simple word count, but I felt that 
a word count in this situation would not be accurate enough to convey a relationship between these 
two mediums. The picture below, shows a word count mapping of Ars Electronica projects to ACM 



papers. It is noticable that there are many similar words in the years 1991-1994 and 2001, but again 
this is not able to tell us enough information. 

Eventually, the digital humanities department discussed some of their resources to me. The one that 
stood out the most was a program called the Wikifier. 

The Wikifier is a tool that takes in text and, once it finds the keywords from the given text, outputs 
each of the keywords' best matched wikipedia title. One can try it out here: http://wikifier.org/. The 
keywords are also ranked depending on both how  "important" it is in the document as well as how 
well it feels the wikipedia title is correctly matched. 

This program allows me to take two separate datasets and create a connection between them across 
one set of possibly similar keywords. The Wikifier allows for different types of language to be used, 
but still fall under one ultimate category created by the wikipedia titles. 

The digital humanities team has a virtual machine, where they gave me an account, so that I can 
upload all the files I scraped and run the wikifier through this java command line:

This command line runs the wikifier java file and specify the input folder("ACMDATA") of my data and 
which folder("ACMOutput") I want my output results to appear.

java -jar dist/wikifier-3.0-jar-with-dependencies.jar -annotateData ACMData 

ACMOutput false configs/STAND_ALONE_NO_INFERENCE.xml

http://wikifier.org/


The wikifer takes in txt files that then get outputed to an xml file with the wikifier data. Because all of 
my files were originally PDF formatted., I used two different Python libraries called PyPDF2 and 
pdfminer, which both convert the PDF's into text files. Also, on macs there is an automator 
application, which is kind of like a visual coding language. One of the features is being able to convert 
PDF's to text. With the combination of these three tools mostly all of the PDF's will be converted into 
a normal text output. 

After running the wikifier command line, here are some examples of output I recieve in XML format.  
The "EntitySurfaceForm" is one of the keywords from the input text. The "LinkerScore" is how strong 
of a link there is to the Wikipedia article. The "WikiTitle" references the Wikipedia article that the 
keyword is matched to and the "RankerScore" is how well it feels each Wikipedia title correctly 
matches the keyword being referenced relative to each other.

 





Future work  

After collecting my results from the wikifier for both Ars Electronica and ACM, I plan on creating a 
data visualization to represent the connections between these two mediums. One form of 
representation could be a Sankey diagram. There are multiple ways to create this, but I believe the 
best way could be using javascript's D3 library. An example of a Sankey diagram created by D3 can be 
seen here: https://observablehq.com/@d3/sankey-diagram#sankey. Each example provides code 
explaining how to implement this diagram into your own system. It also allows for uploading your 
own files and testing that way first. The file should consist of three columns, the first being the 
source, the second is the target, and the third is the value. This gives the code the information of 
where the source should connect to the target and how thick of a line should be drawn  between 
them. The D3 library also allows for a lot of parameter adjustment in the stying as well as easy 

https://observablehq.com/@d3/sankey-diagram%23sankey


integration for a webpage. 
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